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Milan-based Thermore, a premium thermal insulation company

Thermore created its latest product, Ecodown Fibers Light, to meet current consumer
demands.
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for apparel and outerwear, said it has debuted a new product,

Ecodown Fibers Light, a buttery soft, ultra-light free fiber

insulation designed to meet the current market demands.

Ecodown Fibers Light is 20 percent warmer than comparable

products, the company said, in addition to being highly

packable for travel, and clump resistant. Its Ecodown Fibers

portfolio features five free fiber products that are all made of 100

percent recycled fibers from PET bottles, including a new

expanded offering called Ecodown Fibers 2.0, a “super puffy”

blown fiber designed for wider baffle widths that avoids

overheating, due to its proprietary technology that regulates

warmth.

And staying evergreen when sustainability is in shouldn’t be a

problem for Thermore — the firm was the first company to

launch a sustainable insulation in the Eighties, and is now laser

focused on eco-friendly innovation, mostly using the

aforementioned recycled polyester fibers, the company said.
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A puffer made with Thermore Ecodown Fibers. 
Courtesy

Thermore said it opened a new factory in Asia to keep up with

demand for its Ecodown Fibers, and recently launched the

Ecodown Factory Audit System, with 200 vendors in Asia

already being audited through its initiative.

“It is now time to bring the free fiber platform to the next level.

Thermore is the first global insulation company in the world to

expand blown-in fibers into a full collection, to fulfill most of

designers’ needs,” according to Thermore.

The company said it believes blown-in fibers represent the

future of the insulation market — and that its proprietary

technology will be a key driver for success in this category.
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@LaverneCox is auctioning off her pride-themed

Emmys clutch in celebration of the landmark

Supreme Court ruling.   The actress and activist is

teaming with accessories label @Edie_Parker to

auction off the clutch to benefit the I’ll Be There

Project, an organization that promotes acts of

kindness.  Cox’s clutch was designed in a rainbow,

marble-like pattern and read “Oct. 8,” “Title VII”

and “Supreme Court,” spotlighting the Trump

administration’s briefing on Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, which would have made anti-

gay discrimination legal in the workplace. The

other side of the clutch was designed to depict

the transgender flag and read

“#TRANSISBEAUTIFUL.”  Cox and Parker are

working with Charity Buzz for an online auction

starting June 22, with 100 percent of proceeds

going back to the I’ll Be There Project. Tap the link

in bio for more. Report: @laylailchi 
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Hairstylist @TedGibson and his husband and

business partner, @JasonBacke, spoke to WWD

about racial injustice and the reopening of their

"smart" salon, a "COVID-19-safe concept" that's

arguably the beauty shop of the future.   The

industry knows Gibson as one of the leading

names in the profession, from his work backstage

during fashion weeks to his long list of Hollywood

clients, Angelina Jolie, Lupita Nyong’o, Anne

Hathaway, Priyanka Chopra and Jessica

Chastain, to name a few. He’s also made a

number of TV appearances; viewers may

remember him best from TLC’s “What Not to

Wear.”  Still, Gibson has not garnered many of the

accolades of his peers and spoke candidly about

the challenges of being a black hairstylist in the

fashion and beauty industry.   “I still have not

necessarily gotten the recognition from the

fashion or the beauty business that I feel I

deserve, and I know it’s because I’m black and

because I’m gay,” he said as the conversation

turned to the recent protests, sparked by the

police killing of George Floyd, in support of Black

Lives Matter.  “Just as an example,” jumped in

Backe, “Ted has worked with the most famous,

beautiful, well-known, respected women in the

world but never once has had an American

Vogue cover.”  Gibson agreed: “Vogue always

thought of me as a black hairdresser. I’ve done

Anna Wintour’s hair. I’ve done her hair several

times, but they only ever thought of me as a black

hairdresser.”  How can industries improve? “Stop

denying it,” he said. “It’s the first part of healing, in

racism and segregation. It does exist.”  Tap the link

in bio for more.  Report: @ryma___________


